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literary theorists like lodge and stephen greenblatt have argued that marxism has been important to the development of the field of literary criticism. as lodge argues, marxism provides the
theoretical framework for understanding the correspondence between the labor of the artist and the social struggle of workers. for greenblatt, "the most formal of these political-philosophical

theories (marxism) has been the most fruitful for literary criticism, the most challenging, the most historically urgent, the most generative, the most counterintuitive, and the most urgent as an
outgrowth of its thought" (greenblatt, practicing theory, 4). greenblatt claims that marxism has been necessary for the development of the field of literary criticism not just because it makes

possible an alternative theoretical framework to that provided by post-structuralism, but because it emphasizes the economic element of literary production and criticism. according to greenblatt,
marxism has "kept theories of literary production and criticism in the light of their production-and-reproduction conditions" (greenblatt, practicing theory, 5). greenblatt claims that marxist theory
reframes literary studies by analyzing literary works in terms of how they are "produced" by the economic needs of their producers. this claim is best articulated in greenblatt's book, the swerve:

how the world became modern. in the swerve, greenblatt argues that "we might think of it as a theory of literary production and interpretation that includes what we have been calling politics, but
now conceived as something closer to class conflict.
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5 viii contributors v composition theory v conteis renato almeida y miguel d. c. araujo desenvolvimento da linguagem de intercambio etnologia de interpretação em vídeo andré pinheiro aloysio
batista antero de miranda rosebud bicudo alex bello, denise barretto, pedro bello, luís costa, flora prado, ida magalhães citaria brazil e o mundo muçulmano carvalhosa ceballos carlos eduardo a.
d'andre ana sophia albuquerque ada aparecida de castro bibliografia canuto de melo, j. u. feminist theory, which contributed to the collapse of periodization of postmodernism in the late 1980s,
contested the notion that feminism was a monolithic political force, with its adherents emphasizing a new form of positive critique. in contrast, many post-feminists wanted to develop a critical
tradition that might help in the transformation of the social order. they saw a major gap in feminist social theorizing, and, while maintaining the basic thesis of a crucial connection between the

oppression of women and other groups such as racial minorities and the working classes, they sought to move beyond the critique of patriarchy and raise the possibilities of transforming the nature
of gender roles. theorists such as luce irigaray (see bibliography) sought to reconceive the crucial term woman along socio-historical lines, viewing it as a temporal institution rather than a natural

category. in britain, judith butler and gayle rubin produced notable analyses of pornography and rape. 26 introduction 27 the 'new historicism' 321 the 'cultural materialism' 149 the 'exilic turn' 331
counter-cultural expression and the commodification of culture 154 genders and sexualities: poetics and politics derek attridge 600 further reading 650 bibliography 5ec8ef588b
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